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We need dreams and opportunities in order to freely develop. 
Unfortunately this is not self-evident for everyone in the world. Enya lost 
her father at the age of seven and grew up with her mother and seven 
siblings. Today is she is 32 years old and illiterate because she never 
had the chance of an education. She left the country side for Addis 
Ababa at the age of 17 to find a better life. She worked as a day 
labourer and eventually met her husband. Just as they had their first 
daughter together, he left her alone with the baby. His relatives did give 
her some support but only the first three years. As she was increasingly 
unable to provide for her child, she married another man to make ends 
meet. It was a tragic Déjà-vu when he also left her as soon as her 
second daughter was born. In November 2011, Enya came to MCRC 
with her two daughters where she has since received extensive support 
catered to her interests and needs. She decided to undergo training at 
the sewing shop. Enya is making excellent progress allowing her to join 
the MCRC-backed “Sewing Mothers Association”. 
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Women in MCRC
The Story of an Ethiopian Woman   
Alone and without prospects in the hope of an independent life  

* To protect the privacy of our women and mothers, we won’t describe 
in detail their tragic and violent experiences which often implicate 
physically and emotional injuries. Name is changed

Enya*  (age 32)
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According to an online article by the German magazine, Spiegel, from 4 January 2017, 15 million 
children worldwide become wives each year. That is approximately the population of Calcutta or 
Buenos Aires. These girls, who should still be playing with dolls, are married to a stranger and are 
ripped out of their family environments. The trauma of these girls, who grow up to become women, 
runs deep. This also happens in Ethiopia.  
  
The MCRC supports such women who have suffered gender violence in all its forms. Conversation 
reveals that the emotional wounds of early married women are particularly far reaching. “My whole 
body still shivers when I talk about it. I still see my husband as a monster. At first they told me that 
love would come gradually, but it never did”, said Amina. She is now 35 years old and is being 
supported by the MCRC on her journey to an independent life. She was married at the age of eight. 
She had her first child when she was 14. The pregnancy and birth were extremely difficult. “It was 
terrible leaving my mother when I was eight but I was supposed to live with my husband and his 
mother. Although I was so young, I was in charge of the household. I cannot express in words how 
awful a child marriage is”, Amina remarked.   
  
As an adult, she often asked herself why she should continue living and suffering under him. She 
collected her strength and got a divorce. As a result of the separation she received a small piece of 
land that she could cultivate. However, she prefers to live with her now 14 year old daughter and 7 
year old son in Addis and works as a housekeeper over spending another minute in the presence of 
her ex-husband.   
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Women in MCRC
Married at the Age of Eight  
Child marriages with far reaching consequences  
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This is little Abigel. She has been at the MCRC since July 
2017 and enchants you with her beautiful eyes. Her mother is 
18 years old and grew up in an orphanage. She subsequently 
lived with her boyfriend and eventually became pregnant. 
Abigel’s father, evidently unable to cope with the situation, 
suggested an abortion in the eighth month. When he 
discovered that this was not an option, he left the soon-to-be 
family. Fortunately, little Abigel has a strong mother who went 
to court and both were transferred to the MCRC by the Women 
and Children Affairs Bureau. The mother has now resumed her 
education and Abigel is now happily growing up with the other 
children at the MCRC. 

We are the Kids from the MCRC   
The MCRC is an organization with vastly different personalities, talents and characters. We warmly welcome you to 
take a look behind the scenes and meet a different member the MCRC community each newsletter.

Children in MCRC

Abigel (16 months)

Today: Abigel, 1 year 4 months 
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Children in MCRC
Zooming in on Petty Bickering   
Arguments happen in the best of families, also in the MCRC 

Friction develops independently of age when many people come together. 

By all means, sparks fly among children and young adults far more often. 
The MCRC is not an exception. Some of the children spend the night at the 

center for example when they don’t have relatives with whom they can 

grow up. For this reason there are numerous dorm rooms where children 

and young adults can unwind and sleep. Since there isn’t enough space 
the children have to share the rooms although boys and girls are 

separated. Yonas, Ermias and Ibrahim are three such young adults who 

share a room. They admit that they have often had arguments in their 

room. Why? A classic – the light. Ibrahim likes to work in his bed in the 
evenings to prepare for class or tests the next day. After all, it is more 

comfortable there. However, Ermias and Yonas wuld rather sleep without 

the light. Discussions are predestined. 

Ibrahim likes to work in his 
bed
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Children in MCRC
Zooming in on Petty Bickering   
Arguments happen in the best of families, also in the MCRC 

All children at the MCRC are able to bring up their problems in regular group 

discussions or one-on-one sessions with the social workers. This is an 

opportunity to vent some pent up anger in order to find a solution. Yonas, Ermias

and Ibrahim were able to find a 

compromise in this way. During the 

exam period, Yonas and Ermias would 
also continue studying in the evenings 

before going to sleep. Outside of this 

time, however, Ibrahim must respect 

his roommates and use one of the 
class rooms in the house.   

  

Arguments happen in the best of 
families. It’s how to deal with them 

that’s important.   Yonas

Ermias
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Projects and Special Topics
A Doctor out of Passion 
An Interview with MCRC doctor, Dr. Mesfin  
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The concept of the MCRC is based on three pillars: education, psychic and physical health. Dr. Mesfin attends to 
all matters related to bodily health of the kids and mothers. In an interview he reveals why the MCRC is special 
to him and what challenges he sometimes faces. 

Dr. Mesfin, what exactly do you do and how often are you at 
the MCRC?  
I am a licensed, senior pediatrician. I come to the MCRC twice a 
week and am of course available by phone at any time.  
  
How long have you worked for the MCRC and what is so 
special about it in your opinion?  
I have been working here for five years. In addition to my regular 
medicinal services, this has allowed me to build good relationships, 
particularly with the chronically ill patients. These relationships 
transcend my role as a doctor. This is great, as I find myself 
providing support and advice in various topics.   

MCRC doctor Dr. Mesfin 
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Projects and Special Topics
A Doctor out of Passion 
An Interview with MCRC doctor, Dr. Mesfin  
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The concept of the MCRC is based on three pillars: education, psychic and physical health. Dr. Mesfin attends to 
all matters related to bodily health of the kids and mothers. In an interview he reveals why the MCRC is special 
to him and what challenges he sometimes faces. 

Are there any challenges or something missing that hinders your work?  
Naturally, everyone here is doing everything they can. However, with more personnel and medicinal equipment, 
treatment could be improved.    
  
Are there diseases that you treat more often?  
I normally deal with infections, more specifically, chronic infections. Neurological diseases are also common.   
  
What experience with regards to your cooperation with the MCRC has been especially memorable?  
There are many, but one in particular has stayed with me. I once treated a small boy who was taken in to the MCRC 
extremely undernourished and suffering from sepsis. The MCRC team immediately notified me and made the 
necessary care possible. This was the only way he could be saved. Time and again, working with the MCRC is so 
inspiring which is why I am passionately engaged here.  
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Column 
A Life after MCRC – Part 3 
Over the course of four newsletters, the story of Biruk and his start in life outside of the protective walls of the MCRC 
will be told. 

I thank God and the MCRC that I will soon be a university 
graduate. It feels great and I’m really happy I can slowly 
reap the fruits of my labour. This was only possible 
through the financial, material and moral support of the 
MCRC. The first semester of the year was really good. In 
the current semester, I’ve already made a proposal for a 
dissertation together with some other students. Our 
research title is “Effect of population growth on economic 
growth of Ethiopia”. Our proposal was well prepared as we 
had already completed 70% of it in the last semester. We 
finished the rest over the vacation and handed it in to our 
tutor. It was accepted. Our next task is to collect 
secondary data and study findings from our subsequent 
data analysis.  
The laptop I got from Sabine and her friends through the 
MCRC has been vital for my research. I also use it for 
other assignments and for reading important documents.   
Time is flying, we only have another 100 days until 
graduation.   

Biruk (age 20), he studies at the Debre 
Bergan University

Projects and Special Topics
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Greetings from the MCRC
This page will be shown in every newsletter issue. The children of MCRC shall participate creatively. This time the 
children painted for you. 

The following drawing was made by Samuela Teka. It express his wish for a peaceful 
and successful future for all the boys and girls at MCRC. 
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Information and Contact details
Direction MCRC 
Mrs. Jutta De Muynck 

C/o MOENCO 

P.O. BOX 5727 

Addis Ababa 

Ethiopia 

Contact e-mail: team.mcrc@icloud.com 
Visit us on Facebook!  

photos videos and further information are on our fanpage: Freunde des MCRC  

NEW - we’re on Instagram: www.instagram.com/mcrc.addis.abeba 

or on our website: www.mcrc-addisababa.org 

Donations from 50 Euro: we of course send you a donation receipt. Please fill in your whole address that we are 

able to send you one.

„Be the change  you wish to 
see in the world.“  

Gandhi

responsible of newsletter 
Maira Nolte 

Feldstr.17 

65183 Wiesbaden 

Germany

Sarah Wolf 

Am Eichenhain 6 

13465 Berlin 

Germany

MCRC  Zemen Bank transfer details 

Mother and Child Rehabilitation Center 

Zemen Bank Main Branch 

A/c  No: 1034110003367024 

Swift code: ZEMEETAA 

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 

Förderverein Inner Wheel D 87 

IBAN: DE05401545300059012146 

BIC: WELADE3WXXX 

Sparkasse Westmünsterland 

reference: “MCRC” + your address

donation account Ethiopia donation account Germany

https://www.facebook.com/Freunde-des-MCRC-1381347728764732/
http://www.instagram.com/mcrc.addis.abeba
http://www.mcrc-addisababa.org

